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 Hello Kavi, Unfortunately, we can not give you a piece of advice on how to fix the Cubase Pro 9.5.41. But since this is a
problem that you are having, we can still help you a bit. So, if you could take a look at this topic I wrote, maybe you can find

some solution. Best regards, The Logic Pro Team Problem No error message but only the Cubase Pro icon is stuck in the dock
and there is no way to end the application. I can not even force quit the application. The ONLY way to kill the app is to restart
my computer. Details The only thing I did after installing Logic Pro 10 was to update to MacOS Sierra. I do not know what to
do next. I use the latest version of Logic Pro X 10.0.1. I have installed the Cubase 9 Suite on the same Macbook Pro and don't
have this problem. If I close the Cubase and reopen it, it does not crash. It just hangs on the bouncing (?) icon for a short while

and then the program closes. I am using Cubase Pro 9.5.41 (Build No. 2640). I have checked for updates, but there are no newer
versions available. At this time, I cannot find an error message in the logs. Update If I close the application, the process is saved.
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It takes 10 minutes (!) to kill the process. The process is "sick" because it starts a new instance of itself (OS X throws an
exception in the process). In Cubase, I can try to export audio to MP3/AAC format. There are no error messages in the event

log. It is strange, that the application seems to be infected. I followed the instructions in the topic I linked above and this did not
help. After closing the process and closing Cubase Pro, I now have the following error message. As an attempt to fix the

problem, I have tried to uninstall the Cubase application from the menu bar. If I uninstall and reinstall the Cubase software, I
can again work with Cub 520fdb1ae7
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